
Faced with a turbulent economy that has
severely threatened both profitability
and business continuity, many compa-

nies have been forced to reduce operating
expenses to improve the bottom line while
maintaining acceptable levels of service for
which they are held accountable. Although
some of the more traditional forms of austerity
programs have been instituted such as reduc-
tions in professional staff, capital expenditures,
and employee salary and benefits, customers
still expect the same and/or higher levels of
service regardless of a company’s fiscal health.

To ensure that customer service levels are
maintained, even when it means doing more
with less, other approaches must be employed
to fill this gap. One approach is to ensure that
licensed software technology solutions are
being properly implemented, utilized and
leveraged to their fullest extent. Conducting a
complete assessment and technical review for
each licensed software product will provide a
barometer on how well a company’s software
investment is being leveraged. More importantly,
this type of assessment can give IT organiza-
tions a more complete picture of where there
are shortcomings as well as opportunities for
productivity gains.
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RECOGNIZING THE PROBLEM: SOFTWARE
PRODUCT LEVERAGED—FACT OR FICTION?

Many organizations do not even realize the hidden costs associated
with not fully utilizing licensed software products. These costs can man-
ifest themselves in many forms, but the key cost that must be addressed
is the cost of productivity. For many data center operations, the cost of
productivity can translate into longer working hours for IT professionals
performing their jobs usually after a round of cutbacks has been instituted
to reduce operating expenses. The fallout can be even more devastating
as longer hours can lead to lower morale and productivity and, potentially,
a higher number of errors that may occur as a result of utilizing ineffi-
cient manual processes and procedures. In many cases, mundane and
repeatable efforts that are susceptible to high error rates can be automated
and kept error free if key functions or features of licensed software prod-
ucts are recognized, properly implemented, and fully leveraged.
Software assets must be continually and vigilantly managed to ensure
that that they are fully leveraged, properly deployed, and optimized to
meet the operability requirements and critical needs of the data center.

CONDUCT A SOFTWARE PRODUCT
ASSESSMENT (SPA) AND TECHNICAL REVIEW

Better managing your software portfolio begins with performing a
Software Product Assessment (SPA) that will help your organization
keep better track of the software products that comprise your portfolio.

Unfortunately, many organizations employ licensed software without
really keeping accurate records on their software assets. At the very
least, you should be able to refer to a software inventory database that
provides some key facts and information about every software product
licensed. Many companies accomplish this by using a simple spreadsheet
that contains basic information about each product and its components.
Other companies utilize sophisticated software asset management systems
that keep detailed information on each software product licensed and
its lifecycle within the organization. If you can’t produce an accurate
accounting of your software portfolio that details key product information
as well as vendor cost, maintenance and contract specifications, then
you should make this the first priority in your SPA.

The next phase of a SPA should focus on conducting a complete
assessment of each software product’s primary functions and features.
If you find this effort to be too daunting or labor intensive because of
the number of products licensed, then you must rely on the product
support administrators in your organization to provide this information,
or ask the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) representative
for each software vendor to assist in providing a summary of the key
functions and features provided for each licensed product. The primary
goal is to identify gaps that may exist by not utilizing key functions and
features that could improve operability and productivity in your operation.
The assessment exercise should address each software product’s primary
functions and features from the following categories:

Functions and features licensed:

1. implemented and fully leveraged
2. implemented but underutilized
3. implemented but not required or
4. not implemented

Functions and features not licensed:

1. but required to improve operability

Conducting an initial high-level assessment will give you a broad
picture of the products in your portfolio and the key functions and
featuresthat they provide. It is critically important to gain a thorough
understanding of each software product and how each product contributes
towards the overall productivity of your environment. Once the high-level
assessment is complete, you will have a better understanding of the
components that comprise each software product in the portfolio as
well as their cost.

The next phase of the SPA is to conduct an in-depth implementation
and utilization assessment for each licensed software product installed.
The goal of an in-depth assessment is to gain an understanding of the
products you presently have implemented in your operation based on
the results of the high-level assessment. This phase may depend on
product administrators providing the necessary assistance needed to
conduct this type of assessment, but many times product vendors offer
assistance to their customers as part of a product-related service offering.

Here is a list of initiatives that are the key ingredients of performing
an in-depth software product assessment.

� Identify current version, release and service level installed
You might be two releases behind from the presently installed

release. Software product upgrades typically provide more
functionality, small product enhancements (SPEs), or fix reported
problems that may affect product reliability and availability.
Many times the reason products have not been upgraded is due
to a database upgrade that the product administrator may not
want to attempt because of its implementation or recovery
complexity. Hesitancy to upgrade may also come from upper
management who believes that “if it’s not broken, don’t fix it.” If
product upgrades are sitting on the shelf, find out why and make
a determination if going forward with the upgrades is a low
enough risk proposition that will improve data center operability
and staff productivity. If so, proceed with the upgrades and reap
the benefits of product functions and features you are presently
paying for but not realizing. For higher risk upgrades, properly
planning and managing these types of upgrade efforts will pay
benefits for products that improve operability and productivity.

� Installation methodology utilized
Many products provide multiple options of how the product

can be installed. It is usually up to the product administrator to
decide on what installation option to take. Either the installation
is performed via SMPE or through some other installation
method provided by the vendor. SMPE ensures that an accurate
record of the product installation is maintained to prevent
potential software regression. Additionally, customized product
modifications or user enhancements can be applied via SMPE
usermods that can help product administrators quickly identify
any product modifications added after the initial installation.

� Naming conventions and allocation standards utilized for product
libraries, support files, and initialization data sets

You might be surprised to find in many shops that software
product target libraries are used to integrate a software product
into a production environment, and, in some cases, these
libraries are sometimes inappropriately allocated on the storage
volumes that are highly utilized if the operation is running in a
NON-SMS managed environment. If your assessment identifies
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that product administrators are practicing
this, then you must address this issue
and correct it immediately. Applying
corrective service to product target
libraries used to implement the product
in production is like playing Russian
roulette. Many times a corrective fix that
appears to be simple and non-disruptive
could lead to potential disaster.

� Functions and features installed and
not installed

A complete assessment of the functions
and features provided for each licensed
software product must be conducted.
During this assessment, I guarantee that
you will find components that should
have been implemented during the product
installation as well as ones that shouldn’t
have. For those components that were
not installed, you may not be getting the
full value of the product’s capabilities
and thus not realizing the return on
investment you expected when the product
was initially licensed. On the flip side,
some product administrators blindly
install every component and feature that
comes with a product without thoroughly
evaluating and understanding the value.
What you end up with are components
you don’t need that are using valuable
budget dollars and system resources.

� Operating System integration options
utilized or available

Many products provide the option of
integrating some of their components
within operating system libraries as
opposed to running these components
within the confines of the product
address space. This is sometimes a
requirement or an option. It is important
to understand that choosing the option
many not always be a bad thing, just a
little more work up front. In most cases,
running product components within the
confines of the operating system
libraries will many times enhance product
performance and, in some cases, will
reduce the utilization of product
resources. Choosing this option, although
a little more work, can pay dividends in
terms of better product utilization and
performance down the road.

� Initialization parameter review
and assessment

Many products come with a set of
default options that product administrators
dread to review at the time of installation.
In many cases, where obvious defaults

can be taken to reduce the time and
effort to get product into production, this
action is taken. What normally results is
that product defaults that appear obvious
to the product administrator may not be
beneficial to the product’s operation and
performance. So it is extremely important
to completely review and understand
product initialization parameters with
the slant towards choosing the parameter
options that allow the product to run at
its peak performance within your
environment. The extra effort will
ensure better product operation and
performance when it is eventually
scheduled to go into production.

� Support file review, placement and
administration assessment

Many vendor products rely on support
files that are required for the product to
operate properly and at peak efficiency.
Ensure that these support files are
properly named, properly placed and
vigilantly managed using any utilities or
tools provided or recommended by the
vendor. Many times not reorganizing a
database support file can adversely
affect a product’s performance after it
has been in operation for a while.

� Exits and support modules installed
or available

In many cases, exits and support
modules can add value and improve the
operability of a data center based on its
own unique needs. Identifying the
specific needs of your shop as they
relate to each product can be implemented
by using exit points and code
|enhancements that are provided by the
vendor or can be implemented by
utilizing the vendor’s services
organization. If this is the case don’t be
averse to using added capabilities that a
product provides, just insure that the
enhancements are properly implemented,
managed and documented to ensure
portability of these enhancements during
the product lifecycle.

� Security system integration option
utilized or available

Many products provide either
proprietary or standard operating system
security interfaces that ensure that only
authorized personnel can access
sensitive product data and services. It is
imperative to ensure that these interfaces
are in place in order to guarantee a
product’s reliability and availability. In

some cases, product administrators opt
to utilize a product’s proprietary security
interface as opposed to utilizing a
standard security interface. This practice
can lead to security services and databases
that are redundant to those inherently
provided by the operating system. If a
product has been implemented with a
proprietary security interface, ask why
this option was selected (it could be
performance related), and, if possible,
migrate over to a standard security
interface when the opportunity permits.

� External software product interfaces
installed or available

A software product can often be
integrated with other software products
to take advantage of another product’s
functions and features in order to
enhance its own capabilities. This type
of integration can be a powerful tool
for improving the overall productivity
of a data center but is many times
overlooked because the product
administrator is either unaware of the
interface or feels the implementation
appears to be too complex. The SPA
should look for opportunities where
product integration can offer visible
and tangible benefits to improve data
center operability.

� Beyond the assessment actions,
here are few other actions that should
be considered:
� Investigate product performance

options installed or available
� Investigate product customization

enhancements implemented to meet
company needs

� Investigate product maintenance
standards, techniques, and
maintenance cycle

� Identify client utilization for each
licensed software product

� Assess the quality of the internal and
external technical support

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES
FOR IMPROVEMENT

Once a Software Product Assessment has
been completed, you will be able to identify
actions and opportunities for improvement.
Here is a list of some of the productivity and
operability opportunities that you can expect:

� Implementation of licensed software
product upgrades
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� An improved and consistent software
product installation methodology

� Consistent utilization of software
product library naming and allocations
standards

� Adding licensed software product’s
functions and features that offset cost
by improving data center operability
and productivity

� Leveraging operating system facilities
available to improve software product
operation and utilization of system
resources

� Improved utilization of software product
initialization parameters

� Improved security administration of
sensitive software product services
and data

� Better use of software product exits
and/or support modules

� Utilizing external software product
interfaces available in other products

� Better placement and utilization of
software product support files

� Utilizing on-site services such as
product installation, implementation,
customization and training offered by
the software vendors

CONCLUSION

There are undoubtedly other opportunities
for improvement, but achieving the goals in
this list as well as your own goals will get you
well on your way to improving the operation
of your data center and ensuring that you are
really leveraging and deploying your software
products to their fullest extent.  
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